Directions to Rododafni Villas and Apartments
Driving from Paphos airport: Follow the signs to Paphos town. The street is good and
the signs are clear. After about ten minutes drive you will enter Geroskipou. Continue
straight to cross Geroskipou, it will take about five minutes. At the center of Geroskipou,
where the central square of Geroskipou is, the street becomes larger with traffic island in
the middle. Continue until you reach a big round about. As you approach, you can see a
large Football Stadium directly opposite the round about and a large Debenhams store
on your right. TURN LEFT (i.e. the first road you find), down towards the sea.

From this point on, the directions from Larnaca airport are the same as
well.
Continue straight on this road, which is a dual carriageway; it is a very nice road with few
buildings and lots of trees on both sides of the street, until you find another round about,
and it is about 3 – 4 minutes drive from the previous one.
On this round about, you must TURN RIGHT. It is again a very nice, dual carriageway
street, with trees on both sides of it. It is the Spyrou Kyprianou Avenue.
Once you are on Spyrou Kyprianou Avenue, you will remain on this road and continue
straight for the next six and a half kilometers (about 10 -12 minutes drive, taking into
account the traffic). You will not leave the straight line, despite the distractions like
crossroads, side roads and traffic lights but you must continue straight.
A few signs to help you understand that you are on the correct general direction:
Once on Spyrou Kyprianou, after driving for 2-3 minutes, you will find a big crossroad
with traffic lights. There are traffic lights before this, but with only side roads, it is the
first crossroad you will meet. Just after the traffic lights there is a very big church on
your left. Remember to continue straight.
Continuing straight, after two more minutes, you come to a second big crossroad with
traffic lights. Just after the traffic lights, but on your right side this time, you will see a
big Mall, namely The Paphos Mall.
Continuing straight, although it is the extension of the Spyrou Kyprianou Ave., from
the traffic lights on the road has a new name, Tombs of the Kings Avenue.
Follow the signs to Chlorakas, Pegeia, Coral Bay and the Tombs of the Kings. You
are now on the main road leading to Coral Bay, Chlorakas village and Pegeia village.
Useful tip: if you are using a GPS, there is at least one service that instead of Tombs
of the Kings Avenue, they indicate Tafoi ton Vasileon Avenue. Tafoi ton Vasileon is
Tombs of the Kings in Greek, but if you are expecting to see on the GPS Tombs of
the Kings and instead you see Tafoi ton Vasileon, it is very easy to be confused and
get lost, so watch this out.
You keep driving straight, after 3-4 minutes you will see two big, tall signs, first of a
McDonald’s Drive Through, and then of a KFC Drive Through. Both of them are on
the left side of the street, while after them there is a Lidl store on you right side. While
passing these signs, you will also pass two small rounds about.
After you pass the Tombs of the Kings avenue and most of the built up area you will
see the Venus Beach Hotel on the left side and a little further down, again on your
left, there is a big five stars hotel, namely King Evelthon Hotel. You are now very
close to the final turn to Rododafni Villas and Apartments, so watch out. After about
300 meters you will take the final turn left leading you to the Rododafni Villas and
Apartments.

Be careful not to miss this street, it is a small street on the left side of the main road,
so it is on the same side of the street as you drive. Its name is Dimma Street.
At the turn, look for LATIN PARISH HALL on your left. There are also several big
road signs, among them there are posts that mention both Rododafni Apartments and
Rododafni Villas. There is also a post that mentions DIMMA PUB, which is a pub very
close to our apartments. Turn down and follow this road towards the sea.
From this point, we have different directions to the villas and the apartments.
For the villas: Once you leave the main road to Coral Bay and you are on Dimma
Street, after a short distance of about 150 meters, there is a small side road to the right,
turn and follow it. Its name is Morozos Street. Once you are on this road, you will see the
Rododafni villas just in front of you, at 50 meters away.
It is less that two minutes drive to the villas after you leave the main road to Coral Bay
and turn left.
For the apartments: Once you leave the main road to Coral Bay and you are on Dimma
Street, follow it for about 300 meters, until you find a road fork and a big road sign. At the
fork, TURN LEFT. Immediately after turning left, you will see the Dimma Bar in front of
you. There are nice villas on this road, just follow it, it makes a sharp (almost 90 degrees)
turn to the right, follow it and then take the first road to the left, its name is Hadjiefstathiou
Street (another minute or so to find this street). In front of you, you will see the Akti
Beach holiday village, at this point turn right (this is the Rodafinia Street) and you will see
Rododafni Apartments in front of you, to your left. You may enter the parking area, as it is
dedicated to our customers for free car parking.
It takes about five minutes drive to the apartments after you leave the main road to Coral
Bay and turn left.

Directions when driving from Larnaca airport: By exiting the Larnaca airport,
you are on the highway interconnecting the cities of Cyprus. Follow the signs towards
Limassol and then Paphos; it is about 90 minutes drive.
At the end of the highway at Paphos, you enter a big circular road; TAKE THE FIRST
EXIT TO YOUR LEFT. There are road signs indicating that this street takes you to Kato
Paphos.
Follow the street until you find a round about, it is the same round about we mention
above when driving from Paphos airport, but as you approach from different direction, the
large football stadium is now on your right and the Debenhams Store just next to you on
your left.
Continue straight (i.e. enter the round about and take the second road towards Kato
Paphos again), it is the imaginary straight line. Once you are on this road, just follow the
directions above from Paphos airport, after the letters in red.

At any time, please feel free to call us in case you need any help:
Office Tel No: +357 26 954100
Mobile: +357 99655599 (Stathis) or +357 99352420 (Andreas)

